Starrett micrometer parts diagram

Eligible for. The Starrett Electronic Micrometer is a full-featured precision measuring tool built
with customary Starrett quality and workmanship. The series includes a large, easy-to-read,
high-contrast LCD digital readout for clear readings. With its automatic OFF functionality,
smooth friction thimble for uniform pressure, and balanced frame design, Starrett products
provide comfortable and accurate measuring Its no-glare satin chrome finish minimizes
annoying surface glare under bright lights indoors. We use cookies to give you the best
possible experience. You can learn more about the cookies we use and why we use them by
viewing our Privacy Policy. By continuing to use our site, you accept our use of cookies. You
last purchased this product on. Add to Cart for Price. Additional charges for Non Free Shipping
products, products shipping to remote locations, HazMat products, and large or heavy items
still apply. See Details. Only 2 in stock - order soon! One Time Offers have limited quantities
available and usually once they are sold out, they are not offered again. Ships tomorrow from
MidwayUSA. When will it arrive? Zip Code: Update Delivery Dates. Made in USA. Material: Steel.
Readout: Electronic. Notify Me. Add to Wish List. For more information go to - Was the
information on this page helpful? Yes No. Do you accept our terms and conditions? Need More
Information? Update Your Browser Now! Own this product? Product Reviews are not
compatible with your browser. Sure, ad-blocking software does a great job at blocking ads, but
it also blocks useful features of our website. For the best site experience please disable your
AdBlocker. Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Photo Gallery New media New comments.
Downloads Latest reviews. Groups Public Events. Log in Register. What's new. New posts.
What's new New media New media comments New downloads Latest activity. Log in. Install the
app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter Knobley
Start date Jun 16, Knobley Registered Registered. Joined Aug 28, Messages How can I
completely disassemble a Starrett Micrometer. Thank you. Last edited: Jun 16, Joined Jul 20,
Messages 1, Starrett website has a 3d viewer that will show all parts. If you write to Starrett, they
will help also. Starrett used to have available all of the user manuals but they removed them.??
Most mic's are fairly simple in design and number of parts. Don't force anything and use
appropriate wrench. Usually, you remove an end cap and use the allen wrench that comes with
the mic or same size. Be careful with the threads and do not drop anything. You can also speak
to Rene Meyer at Long Island indicator service for help. Very nice guy and total pro. Joined Apr
24, Messages You might find this link helpful. You must log in or register to reply here. It can
take up to an hour for ads to appear on the page. See our code implementation guide for more
details. If you already have Auto ad code on your pages there's no need to replace it with this
code. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. AdBlock Detected. We get it, advertisements are annoying! I've
Disabled AdBlock. Forum Rules. This website or its third-party tools process personal data e.
To learn more, please refer to the cookie policy. In case of sale of your personal information,
you may opt out by sending us an email via our Contact Us page. To find out more about the
categories of personal information collected and the purposes for which such information will
be used, please refer to our privacy policy. You accept the use of cookies or other identifiers by
closing or dismissing this notice, by scrolling this page, by clicking a link or button or by
continuing to browse otherwise. The latest industry newsâ€”straight to your inbox. Sign up for
our eNewsletter now to stay in-the-know. We'll bring you the most relevant peer-to-peer
conversations happening in the trade and tips and tricks to help you get the job done. Invalid
email. This is required. Login to Your Account. Remember Me? Register Forgot password?
What's New? Results 1 to 10 of Thread: Starrett Micrometer Replacement Parts? Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. Starrett Micrometer Replacement Parts? I recently bought a vintage
Starrett RL-4 micrometer on ebay. I don't believe it had been used for a long time because it was
pretty dried up. The only way I was able to move the sleeve at all was to grab it with a pair of
pliers and force it off. The mic works like new in every other aspect other than having a
damaged sleeve so I'd like to keep it and replace the sleeve. Does anyone have any idea where I
can buy a replacement sleeve? Also, the one that came on it didn't measure tenths but I was
wondering if I could replace it with one that had the tenths on it. Any help would be greatly
appreciated! Have you tried Starrett service? The sleeves interchange between Starrett mics.
Buy another used mic with the same steel or chromed sleeve, depending upon age. And, yes,
you can replace it with a tenths reading sleeve. Next time you take a sleeve off, use something
like rubber coated spark plug pliers or wrap the sleeve in multiple turns of masking tape before
using over-so-slightly serrated pliers. I sent Starrett an email but I haven't heard back from
them. I have the Starrett part number and everything. Maybe I need to be more persistent. I did

have the idea of buying an old beat up mic too but wasn't sure if the parts were interchangeable.
I believe its a satin finish. Although the mic is older its looks like newer ones. I'm starting to
wish I would have soaked it or oiled it up first! This is the first time I've ever had this problem
with a micrometer. Give Long Island Indicator Company a try. They have a fairly good inventory
of Starrett parts. I tried to get both Starret and Long Island Indicator to repair some mics and
dial indicators. Long Island indicator no longer does repairs on any Starret products, and it was
almost as cheap to buy new from Starrett as to get the old ones repaired. I actually sent Long
Island Indicator Repair an email a little while ago. Their website doesn't show any Starrett mic
parts but I figured it was worth a shot. I also tried calling Starrett the other day and couldn't get
through only to find out they have their phone number listed wrong on their website. They have
some sort of 3D parts viewer on their website that doesn't work either. I'm going to call back
tomorrow until I get someone on the phone. It seems like going straight to the source is going
to be my best bet. I did talk to Starrett this morning. They said they had the part I need but if I
ordered just the sleeve I'd have to ream it myself. I'm starting to lean toward the idea of buying
an older beat up mic and taking the sleeve off it. Originally Posted by dantheautomator.
Originally Posted by David Utidjian. I never quite understood the logic behind such reasoning.
In the current parlance of the day that would put your investment "under water. I ended up
buying a cheap micrometer off eBay. It worked out in the end because I bought the mic for the
same price I would have ended up paying Starrett for one part. Thank you everyone for your
advice. Tags for this Thread micrometer , parts , replacement , starrett. Bookmarks Bookmarks
Digg del. I agree to receive emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and
updates from Practical Machinist and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time. Forum
Rules. This website or its third-party tools process personal data e. To learn more, please refer
to the cookie policy. In case of sale of your personal information, you may opt out by sending
us an email via our Contact Us page. To find out more about the categories of personal
information collected and the purposes for which such information will be used, please refer to
our privacy policy. You accept the use of cookies or other identifiers by closing or dismissing
this notice, by scrolling this page, by clicking a link or button or by continuing to browse
otherwise. The latest industry newsâ€”straight to your inbox. Sign up for our eNewsletter now
to stay in-the-know. We'll bring you the most relevant peer-to-peer conversations happening in
the trade and tips and tricks to help you get the job done. Invalid email. This is required. Login
to Your Account. Remember Me? Register Forgot password? What's New? Forum
Manufacturing Today General parts for starret dial indicators. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to
page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: parts for starret dial indicators. Thread Tools Show Printable
Version. My question is this and I just thought of it; can I get replacement parts from Starrett or
is this near impossible? Like I said, this just came to mind and it might be a long shot in the
dark. I suspect buying replacement parts is not going to be cost-effective. However, if you can
accumulate enough "bad" ones I feel certain you can make a lesser number of "good" ones out
of the combined pool of good parts. Might check with Fasenal spelling? They had to order them
but they came in within 5 days. I've bought a lot of parts from Starrett, for everything from
vernier gear tooth calipers to height gages, to parts for dial indicators. But if you need to
replace a bezel, or a crystal, or remove a broken contact point stud, it may be viable to repair.
Between the two extremes, you will have to judge. Mike's book goes into nice detail in many
areas, repair of the indicator clock springs and such for example. Look up your indicator on the
Starrett website look in their catalog section Or, buy Mike's book and look at the Starrett
drawings of some indicator models contained therein. If your indicator is of current design, you
should be able to find the drawing showing all the parts and part numbers. Call the Starrett
number and ask for parts. Tell them what you are doing, and with what model number indicator,
and ask for your parts. They may ask questions to ensure the parts they send are for the correct
model version. Given 'em a credit card and an address. You will get your parts in about five
days, in a cardboard box that is both taped and stapled shut! A lot of fixing dial indicators is
usually just cleaning them. Sounds like you have bigger concerns. I have no commercial
connection. You certainly can get parts from Starrett. Whether it will be cost effective will
depend on how much you need to replace. The parts usually aren't that expensive. One of the
benefits of dealing with a US company. I could be wrong, but I'm guessing your success in
getting parts from Mitutoyo or another foreign manufacturer might not be as good. I'll admit to
being biased, though. Let us know how you do. Great tour if you're ever in central Mass. Yes
they definitely repair their instruments, not sure how expensive. It's on a case-by-case, send it
in and get a quote basis IIRC. Not sure how old an item they'll support, but since they make just
about everything that goes into their instruments on site, I'll bet they can come up with any
necessary parts, even old ones. And they restore back to original accuracy and certify it.
Starrett parts Todd, Parts are definitly available from Starrett. I'd rather buy parts from just

about anywhere except Fastenal. Originally Posted by AeroncaChamp. Toured the Starrett plant
in Athol, MA last year, where they still make micrometers, dial indicators, test indicators, and a
variety of other products. If you're going to check them out for a tour, you should know that
most of the assembly folks work a schedule that allows them to take Friday afternoons off. We
toured on a Friday and there were very few folks there. If you want to witness assembly, pick
another time. What I have actually done is bought a lot of dial indicators off of e-bay. For 31
bucks for 12 indicators, I don't think I went wrong and the majority are starrett I do believe. I
haven't gotten them here yet, so I really don't know what may be wrong with them, but I guess
I'll know soon enough. Not meaning to hijack the thread, but where would you go to buy new
bezels for indicators manfactured by companies other than Starrett? I have a few Federal test
indicators with scratched or yellowed bezels and an Ames, 1" travel, 3" dia. You can also get
plastic polish at most auto stores and polish out most of the fine scratches. I've talked to
Starrett about ordering a new bezel. Problem for me, at least is that they only take Visa. Maybe
Visa should make an ad: "Remember when you need spare parts for your dial indicator, bring
your Visa card, because while Starrett makes instruments for looking at all sorts of stuff, they
won't even look at an American Express card". They won't take a check or a money order. I even
suggested putting cash in the envelope. My Repairs Were Free! That is too cool. I wonder if I
could talk the wife into taking a road trip up north. It would be interesting to see how they make
the parts for some of these tools I mean these things are tiny. Sure would be fascinating.
Reggie, not to be a Johnny One Note, but the Yamamoto book above covers several different
types of bezels and suggests ways to fabricate ones that can't be purchased. Judging by their
website , Ames still exists and has contact info. Federal is now a subsidiary of Mahr, the site
I've listed has US contact information. The web's a beautiful thing. By the way, if you have the
kind of bezel that is flat and must be pressed into a dome shape to contract the circumference
to fit the bezel, you can do this with a piece of 1. And plastic polish for auto headlights can clear
up a scratched bezel as SteveM mentioned. Good luck, Jim. I talked to Starrett today and
ordered some parts. I found the guy that helped me to be most helpful. Also, to my shock the
parts weren't too terribly outrageous and were actually quite reasonably priced. I guess it does
pay to buy American, but it always helps when the parts don't cost a small fortune. A little
terminology Just to clarify, the crystal is the clear dome that covers the dial. The bezel is the
ring that the bezel fits into. Could save a headache when you order parts. Also, many watch
repair places can replace a crystal in an indicator. It's pretty much the same thing as replacing it
in a watch. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree to
receive emails from Practical Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical
Machinist and its sponsors. You may unsubscribe at any time. Sure, ad-blocking software does
a great job at blocking ads, but it also blocks useful features of our website. For the best site
experience please disable your AdBlocker. Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Photo
Gallery New media New comments. Downloads Latest reviews. Groups Public Events. Log in
Register. What's new. New posts. What's new New media New media comments New downloads
Latest activity. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Starrett Barrel Lock. Thread starter ronboult Start date Jun 19, Joined Jul 19,
Messages Hi I have a Starrett Micrometer which I obtained second hand. The barrel lock does
not work so I disassembled it and it appears that there may be parts missing. See Photo. Are
there balls or some other part s that fit in the inner ring of the lock to cause it to lock to the
shaft? If so where might I obtain replacements? Ron Brisbane Au. Joined Feb 7, Messages 4,
This is all I could find. Joined May 18, Messages If you scroll down that page to the downloads
section, you can get detailed 2d PDF drawings and 3d step models. My experience is that the 3d
models are really good. Sent from my Pixel XL using Tapatalk. Just a guess as I can't find a
diagram to confirm. Maybe somebody who knows can confirm. Fortunately the Mic works
perfectly without the lock but it would be nice to repair to original condition. Hi pstemari ,
Thanks for the comment. While I can see the 2D pdf it has no detail and I can't get the 3D file to
open correctly. Maybe because I use a Mac. Ok I found it roll binder is the part. If you download
there 3d viewer you can change the view to exploded in the upper left corner where it says
sheat. Sorry kd4gif I can't view the 3D exploded view because the 3D viewer is only windows
compatible and I am on a Macintosh computer. Pull the pieces apart, look inside, etc. You might
be able to do that w Fusion if there is a Mac version. I don't think Alibre has a Mac version. You
must log in or register to reply here. It can take up to an hour for ads to appear on the page. See
our code implementation guide for more details. If you already have Auto ad code on your
pages there's no need to replace it with this code. This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use

this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. AdBlock Detected.
We get it, advertisements are annoying! I've Disabled AdBlock. The Starrett M Wire Micrometer
features mm range, 0. View Cart Checkout. Paste a list of item s and quantities. Add to Cart.
Product Testimonials. California Prop Other similar products Contact Starrett. Quick and easy
adjustment Advanced sleeve design with staggered lines and distinct figures for precise, easy
readability Hex body which stops the micrometer from rolling over Anvil and spindle extend
below the flat surface No glare Starrett satin chrome finish Extremely hard and stable one-piece
spindle Micro-lapped carbide measuring faces Smooth friction thimble for uniform pressure.
Login to see related product files. Or create an account. Write a product review. The information
you provide will be used in accordance with the terms of our privacy policy. I agree to the
privacy policy. Please provide the required information. Thank you for submitting a product
testimonial on By submitting information to Starrett, you acknowledge and give express
permission for the L. Starrett Company to use and share your statements. WARNING: This
product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which is known to the State of California
to cause cancer, and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to:
Cancel Send. United States. All rights reserved. So we discuss here all the basic parts of
micrometer and the main function of these parts in order to make proper use and avoid
measurement errors. Its size depends on micrometer measuring range so size of c frame
increases as range expands to bigger. Its main function is to provide basic structure of a
micrometer in which stationary anvil located at one end and moveable spindle slides inward or
outward trough other end of c frame. As name shows it is to correct or adjust the zero error of
micrometer if there is some error found before the measurement during test. As discussed
above it is a small stationary cylindrical part of micrometer located in far end of c-frame and
acts as one holding point for measuring objects. A cylindrical long part which is mounted
through all other parts sleeve, lock nut and thimble. It is moveable part and has a connection
with ratchet as we rotate the ratchet clockwise or counter clockwise the spindle slides out or
inward to adjust it with compare to measuring object size. Anvil Face and Spindle Face:. Faces
of both anvil and spindle which are opposite to each other are the measuring points of
micrometer and hold the measuring object collectively. As we know the mechanism of
micrometer based on precision ground threads of spindle so the lock nut works as stationary
nut for this mechanism, so rotation of this mechanism into lock nut controls the spindle
movement. Thimble rotates around that sleeve and spindle. Its main function is indication of
reading in millimeter in case of imperial micrometer. Thimble is also mounted on spindle and a
scale is engraved around it perimeter of thimble. Scale of thimble is to show the measurement
value in fraction. Tags micrometer parts and function micrometer screw gauge reading what is
micrometer. Previous What is Micrometer Screw Gauge? Next What is vernier height gauge?
Please read the following information closely before using the parts list. For details on the
Adobe Acrobat Reader settings, visit the support page of the official Adobe website. X: Parts
that we do not supply or sell. Y or Y1: Parts that can only be replaced and adjusted by service
personnel of Mitutoyo or its authorized vendors who possess specialized knowledge Blank:
Parts available for purchase. All parts list copyrights remain the property of Mitutoyo
Corporation. You can view the parts list as a PDF file, but you cannot print or save the file the
file is only available in a read-only format. The appearance, specifications, and other aspects of
the parts included in the parts list may be hanged and we may stop the production and sale of
these parts without notification. The parts list includes some parts that take a few days to
deliver, parts that are no longer sold, and parts that we are unable to sell. Mitutoyo Corporation
accepts no responsibility regarding operation and accuracy in the event that you replace a part
that you have purchased. For inquiries regarding parts, please contact the store from which you
purchased the part. To purchase a part, advise the store of the part number. Calibrating your
Starrett micrometer is essential when you are working on very precise parts in a machine shop.
Tolerances are very small and note the maximum deviation allowed from the measurements on
a blueprint. If your measuring tool is off by more than that amount and you are not aware, you
may be wasting your time and the shop's money on bad parts. Calibration allows the user to
know that his Starrett micrometer is accurate and acceptable for proofing parts that come out of
the machine. Check to see how accurate the micrometer is reading presently befor calibrating.
Close the spindle of the Starrett micrometer by turning the thumbwheel clockwise until the
spindle front touches the anvil of the micrometer. Check the reading on the sleeve and
thumbwheel. The line on the sleeve should be lined up with the zero line on the thumbwheel.
Make sure to check for gaps between the anvil and spindle before adjusting and wipe the
surfaces as necessary. Adjust the nut on the micrometer using the C-spanner wrench. Turn the
nut in either direction to line the sleeve line up with the zero line on the thumbwheel. Do not
force it, if it is off more than. Once you have adjusted it to read zero, open the spindle by turning

the thumbwheel counterclockwise and back to zero three time to make sure that the zero
repeats. Use a. Open the micrometer spindle just past. Slide the block in between the spindle a
2013 toyota venza oil change
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85 nissan 4x4
nd anvil and move the spindle back so that it is touching the gage block. Look at the reading. If
it is dead on at. If not, use the C-spanner wrench to adjust the micrometer so that it reads.
Repeat the measurement of the gage block two more times. If the measurement is off by more
than. Make sure that the surfaces of the micrometer and the gage block are clean and free from
debris that may cause a false inaccurate reading. Sometimes, a micrometer can read. This could
be from damage and lack of calibration through the years. Properly calibrating a measuring tool
includes random measurements along its entire measuring range. Christian Mullen is a
graduate from the University of Central Florida with a bachelor's degree in finance. He has
written content articles online since , specializing in financial topics. A professional musician,
Mullen also has expert knowledge of the music industry and all of its facets. Share It. Machinists
and Tool Starrett Micrometers. Copyright Leaf Group Ltd.

